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SUPER 7
The multi-award winning Super7 has changed the powder skiing game. Hard 
charging experts and struggling intermediates agree the Super7 is revolutionary 
in its ability to make powder skiing easier, more fun and less fatiguing. The 
Super7 delivers both more maneuverability and forgiveness than any other 
powder ski on the market.  A damp big mountain, badass powder ski! 
rossignol.com/freeski
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On this page: Duncan MacKenzie was the real deal. A skier, patroller, trailbuilder and bike 
rider who was always enthusiastic about getting out there and sharing his passion for life and 
the mountains. Keep rippin’ for Chip. Duncan MacKenzie 1981-2011. BRIAN FINESTONE PHOTO

Cover: Kye Petersen in the Tantalus Range. Photo by Eric Crosland from the film All.I.Can. by Sherpas Cinema
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FEETfirst
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Matt Elliott, Keeping it real. ANDREW BRADLEY PHOTO

“Realness” is pretty subjective so it’s not easy to 
pin down or explain the “Real Deal” – most stuff 
either is or isn’t. What’s real to me may not be 
all that “real” to Snoop Dogg, and vice versa.

 

Realness is, however, much easier to capture 
and share these days, thanks to technology. 
The cover of this magazine features a shot of 
Kye Petersen getting fairly real out in the Tantalus 
Range. It’s not a photo. It’s a high-resolution 
frame-grab from a video camera – anything 
real that’s caught on tape these days can be 
a poster, a mag cover, or exist forever on the 
Internet. That’s a good thing when putting 
together a magazine – there’s more realness to 
choose from and it’s never been easier to get a 
permanent record of the Real Deal, or easier to 
spread it around.
 But therein lies the rub, because when 
people are out in the mountains doing something 
awesome, challenging and potentially danger-
ous, motivation now comes into play. There is 
a huge difference between “Because it’s there” 
and “Because it will look sick, Bro!” 
 Specialized apps that keep statistics of 
your land speed and vertical accumulation or 

free websites that GPS-map every single hike 
and adventure (with multiple “user reviews”) 
are cool, but they’re missing the point. 
 And helmet cams… helmet cams, helmet 
cams strapped to everything just means that 
it’s no longer enough to simply do something 
real, we now must prove it, instantly, on our 
smart phones. Adventure is becoming more 
“show and tell” rather than “do and enjoy.” 
Welcome to the geekification of fun.
 And yet all is not lost, thanks to the moun-
tains. The Coast Mountains are unquestionably, 
absolutely the Real Deal. And so are many of the 
people who live amongst them – these snowy 
peaks and tree-lined valleys create realness 
inside us because they humble as they inspire. 
They reward us while also forcing us to grow. 
 And yes, sometimes they also take us 
back into their fold, but every year spent trudging 
through the wilderness of the Coast Mountains 
makes a person richer and that much more real 
than they were the year before. 
 To some extent, we aim for the Real Deal 
with every issue of Mountain Life because real-
ness can be anything. It can be searching, or 
giving back. It can be on the side of mountain 
or in the eyes of a person doing what they 
love. Real food, real time, real funny, reality vs. 
perception, whatever. 
 Realness is pretty subjective, but we know 
it when we see it. And around here, thankfully, 
we see it a lot.  

– Feet Banks

the real deal issue

There is a huge difference  
between doing something awesome 
“Because it’s there” and “Because 
it will look sick, Bro!” 
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Text & Photos by dano Pendygrasse

I’ve been pretty lucky in my life and hit the right place at the right time more often than I can count. 
As a result I’ve enjoyed a pretty interesting “career” and stacked up more amazing experiences 
than my 15-year-old self could ever have imagined. I’m grateful, but also aware that the meter on 
my luck card must be running pretty low. 
 A little while ago, I may have drained it completely. I got “The Call.”
 It was night, I was in bed, and I had to work the next day. I was nodding off when the phone 
started buzzing. I ignored it at first, but my girlfriend, always prudent, convinced me that I should 
pick it up. The display read: “Ken Achenbach.” 
 “Hey Ken, what’s up,” I mumbled. Ken, who is one of my oldest friends and well known for 
his elaborate missions and corny jokes, also owns Powder Mountain Cat and Heliboarding. He 
spoke portentously: “This is ‘The Call.’ What are you doing tomorrow?” 
 There are rules to this life and the first is that one never says no to free catboarding or 
heliboarding. To do so immediately takes you off the list of names that could potentially get “The 
Call.” On the other hand, it was night, I hadn’t ridden yet this season, didn’t know where half my 
gear was and my out-of-commission truck would never get me out of the suburbs.
 “I’m in. When and where?”
 That’s how I found myself sitting in a helicopter with Ken’s wife Michelle, my old friends 
Kris Jamieson and Don Schwartz, and a well-known Norwegian snowboarder named Terje. Just 
a mellow crew out shredding early January untracked on the first blue-sky day in weeks. Ken 
and Mike Basich shared the heli in a separate group. And the best part? I didn’t have to wear a 
camera pack. During almost 20 years of shooting snowboarding, including tons of heli days, I’m 
usually on the clock, working, riding with, and humping around a 40-pound camera pack. 
 But this time Kris (or Jaymo to his friends) had us all testing the GoPro HERO2 mountable 
camera, so even with my little Panasonic tucked under my coat my entire camera kit weighed less 
than a jumbo sake from Sushi Village. Which was bliss the likes of which I’ve only rarely known.
 Even better was that we weren’t burdened with any of the starts and stops of the typical 
photo day, either. We just rode – fast – stopping only for laughs, high fives and another heli-lift to 
the top. A day of epic runs with old friends is always incredible. Throw Terje and Mike in and it’s 
almost ridiculous. I can only compare watching Terje ride to the feeling I had the first time I saw 
a big shark underwater; he’s perfectly built for his environment.  Efficient, powerful, and smooth, 
Terje flows with the mountain like no one else.  
 So maybe I’m the guy you hate, or maybe you can appreciate my stoke. Either way, the 
moral of the story has got to be – if your call display ever says “Ken Achenbach” and you’re 
already in bed… answer the phone. 
 If you don’t take “The Call” you’ll never get it again. Now if you’ll excuse me I have to go 
pump some quarters into my luck meter. 

 “I can only compare watching 
Terje ride to the feeling I had 
the first time I saw a big shark 
underwater; he’s perfectly built 
for his environment.”

UPfront

Photographer Dano Pendygrasse discusses luck, 
helicopters, and why we all need call display

“The Call”
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4340 Sundial Crescent
604-905-2022
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119 - 4350 Lorimer Road
604-932-2526
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UPfront

by joe lax

Mount Currie doesn’t get overlooked. It is actually impossible to miss if 
you live, visit, or have ever stood in the Pemberton Valley – the north face 
of the mountain dominates the view from valley to alpine. Jutting to just 
over 8,500 feet, Mount Currie is a shredders’ dream, with world-class 
lines in plain view of the town site. It is perhaps the most stared-at and 
daydreamed-about mountain in the Sea to Sky and since Peter Chrzanowski 
and Beat Steiner nabbed the first descent of Currie’s north face in 1985, 
a heli-drop on Currie became sort of a must-do for the local mountain 
community.
 Over the past few years, however, helicopter access to the mountain 
has become much less reliable, spelling the end of an era for many 
local riders. 

 Yet even with numerous Currie descents under my belt, the desire 
to ride the mountain I look at every day still remains the same. What has 
changed substantially is my approach and how I see the mountain.
 Ascending Mount Currie by foot was never really something that 
crossed my mind. In fact I remember thinking, on previous descents,  
“I would never want to hike up this.” Fast-forward a couple of years, and a 
few of us have decided climbing up is now how we want to ride the mountain. 
 A winter ascent up the north face, from valley to summit, showcases 
a wide variety of scenery and conditions that constantly changes with 
elevation gain. Just off the forest service road, Mount Currie’s base 
acts as a log sort yard and redneck dumpsite. The remnants of shotgun 
shells, broken glass, and old appliances litter the low elevation landscape.  
A short hike up the road leads into a nasty battle with slide alder, and 
devil’s club (a spiky local plant, not a northern BC biker gang).  

The epitome of “earn your turns”

Mount currie face punch

LEFT: Daryl Treadway (foreground), Joe Lax and Dave Basterrchea (above). RIGHT: Ian (Cheddar) Watson. BRAD SLACK PHOTOS   TOP: Majestic Currie. CHRIS ANKENY PHOTO



Trudging through jagged vegetation it’s difficult to feel like we are on our 
way to an epic alpine experience, but all a person needs to do is keep 
looking up.  
 The snow conditions, when you reach them, always dictate the 
speed and ease of the climb. The way up may involve front pointing and 
ice axe maneuvering early on through tree line or it can be a more casual 
skin from the log sort to the bottom of the pencil chutes. In my experience, 
the climb can range from a 12-hour slog-fest through deep snow or a fast 
firm five-and-a-half-hour climb, like local skier Sam Casavant and myself 
pulled off last year. 
 Of course, optimal climbing snow conditions are not always good 
for riding. For Sam and I that day, the ride down had terrible snow, but 
the climb up offered far fewer surprises. Our ascents have typically been 
straight up the face, which is a humbling experience, especially upon 
cresting the alpine, where the pitch begins to steepen and towering rock 
walls begin to feel like looking up the barrel of a gun. Snow is constantly 
sloughing off the steep Mount Currie face, and it makes an ominous 
whistling sound as it slides off the walls. Nearing the top, the terrain 
becomes more complex, often making the final obstacles of the climb 
difficult to navigate. There is an overwhelming sense of relief when you 
finally crack the ridgeline.
 The adrenaline of climbing Mount Currie is tempered by the importance 
of each move – even the slightest fall could send you hurtling to the 
valley floor.
 There is no question that riding down has adrenaline associated with 
it, but it feels a lot different after climbing up. You spend a longer time in 
the shade, with more time to think and soak up the surroundings, whereas 
a typical heli-assisted descent in good snow is often a bit of a blur and is 
over pretty quickly. I have had many memorable descents on Mount Currie, 
and if someone was to offer me a heli ride right now, I would gladly take it, 
but it’s the times we climbed it under our own power that I remember more 
fondly. It just feels like a more complete adventure.  

Snow is constantly sloughing off the steep Mount 
Currie face, and it makes an ominous whistling 
sound as it slides off the walls.

Joe Lax, pointing it towards home. BRAD SLACK PHOTO
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DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION
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Want to take your experience to the next level? 
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Make this the year and visit the Whistler Heli 
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Backyard

by Cooper Saver

With frozen arctic fronts and heavy precipitation, the depths of winter 
have descended on the Coast Mountains. Sure, the skiing’s great but at 
the end of the day when you see your bike hanging lonely in the garage, 
memories of the bike park still splattered on the frame, it’s hard not to 
wish you could have the best of both worlds – snow and dirt. According 
to Vancouver mountain bikers Derek Dix and Connor Macleod, you can. 
 “Spending my winters in Calgary going to school made me realize 
how lucky we are in the Sea to Sky,” explains Dix, an Alberta College of 
Art & Design grad who’s happy to be home. “We brag about BC’s year-
round biking fun but do we truly take advantage of it ourselves?”
 After pondering whether the whole “off-season” concept was just an 
industry sham – an excuse to travel to warmer locations for the winter – 
Dix, 24, and longtime bike-camp buddy Macleod, 25, started Ultramontane, 
a web-based project aimed at showcasing winter riding in the Sea to Sky 
region. Even though it may not look it from ski-bum cabin window, there’s 
dirt less than an hour away and Ultramontane wants to rip it.
 “It would be awesome to drop our 9-to-5’s and travel somewhere 
warm this time of year,” Dix says, “but most of us have a reality to face 
and need to make do with what we have, which is better than most.”
 Believing off-season bike content to be misleading (“half of that stuff 
was shot in the summer or else it’s the same old locations”) Dix and Ma-
cleod are aiming at riders who can’t afford the luxury of migrating south.

 “When starting this project, we wanted to make it so anyone who 
rides a bike could relate,” Dix says. “Sure, it’s cool to see the top guys 
throw down on huge hits all day, but we want to show how riding can be 
enjoyed by anyone, anytime. It’s about simply cruising with your friends.”

 The concept kicked off in late January with bi-weekly posts featuring 
photos, words and video showcasing a different winter location with a 
unique story. Dix and Macleod also promote trail-friendly riding and the 
duo is often out hand-building lines in spots ranging from Cypress to 
Squamish.
 “As long as people are getting motivated to explore and are questioning 
what riding means to them, we’re happy,” Dix says. “There is so much 
out there to be found.” 
 The sun might come out tomorrow, or it might not, but the Ultramontane 
crew will be ripping regardless.  

Check out the Ultramontane webseries at cm.mountainlifemag.ca under 
“In this Issue” or at ultramontane.ca

Ditching the “Off-Season” with Ultramontane

weather independent

“We brag about BC’s year-round biking fun but do 
we truly take advantage of it ourselves?”

Four-season fun in the Coast Mountains. DEREK DIx PHOTO
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(not possible today because of glacial retreat). He also claimed the first 
traverse by descending down the north ridge, and returned to the Tantalus 
Range to climb Alpha, Serratus, Lydia, and the Red Tusk.
 Two years later, in August 1913, Darling teamed up with Harley 
Prouty and guide Walter Schauffelberger to climb Mount Robson, the 
highest peak in the Canadian Rockies. After 14 hours, they came within 
400 feet of the summit via the Wishbone Arête. They were forced back, 
Darling wrote in the 1915 CAJ, when “black storm clouds swept up the 
great ice slopes and couloirs below us. Snow began to fall, the cold 
became intense, and the rope froze till it was like wire, and could only be 
coiled in large hoops. A strong wind began to blow, and the peak became 
obscured by mist and snow.”
 They spent a long night shivering on the mountain with the wind 
howling, thunder roaring and lighting flashing. In morning’s dim light, they 
made a harrowing descent through continuous fresh snow avalanches. 
 Darling came close to the summit on a second attempt on Robson’s 
southwest ridge with Albert MacCarthy and guides Conrad Kain and 
Schauffelberger. Of his two Robson climbs, Darling wrote that the west 
arête gave him “greater pleasure” and he was sure it would become known 
as “one of the finest rock climbs in Canada, and probably the most sporting 
route to the top of Robson.” Finally completed in 1955, the Wishbone Arête 
is included among the 50 classic climbs of North America.  

Darling moved between Winnipeg, Toronto and Vernon to pursue his 
banking career. He was diagnosed with tuberculosis as a young man  
and retired in Victoria where he lived until his death in 1962.

Trailblazer

Basil darling

by Alex Gabriel

When the nattily dressed, bespectacled bank employee and former 
cricket captain Basil Darling arrived on the west coast from Toronto in the 
early 1900s, few might have guessed he’d become a leading mountaineer. 
But Darling took to the local hills and proved as competent at the end of 
a wiry hemp rope as he was with bank ledgers. Within a few years he 
checked off an impressive list of first ascents including Tantalus, Alpha, 
Serratus, Lydia, Red Tusk, Sky Pilot, Golden Ears, and Cathedral Mountain 
– among the tallest and most remote peaks on the North Shore. 
 He was enamored of the coast. “The beauty of these hills with their 
rich forests and magnificent outlook over the lowlands, the sea and the 
everlasting snows about Mount Garibaldi is even more varied if not so 
sublime as that of the higher ranges,” he wrote in an article on winter 
mountaineering for the Canadian Alpine Journal in 1910.
 By his own account, Darling may have been among the first to climb 
on the Lions during the winter, guided by lantern light as he marched 16 
miles from the city up the frozen Capilano River in the dark morning. It was 
“a splendid playground,” he noted. “The outlook from the top was superb 
and although a fleecy blanket of fog covered the city and the flat country, 
Howe Sound lay far below quite clear of mist and sparkling in the sun.” 

 In 1911, Darling set off at sea level with Allan Morkill and J. Davies 
toward the Squamish River and the spectacular snow-covered peaks that 
towered above the valley and tantalized early climbers. The Squamish River 
– several hundred feet wide in places – presented a major obstacle to ac-
cessing the remote Tantalus Range. On at least one trip to the area, Darling 
managed a hair-raising balancing act crossing the river on a fallen log. 
 After a 4,000-foot bushwhack up the forested valley, he navigated 
the tumbling icefalls and crevasses of the Rumbling Glacier and climbed 
the east face of Mount Tantalus, the highest of the volcanic peaks in the 
range. Achieving the 8,540-foot summit was a major accomplishment  

“Darling was undoubtedly one of the outstanding 
mountaineers in all of North America in his time.”
Bruce Fairley, A Guide to Climbing & Hiking in Southwestern British Columbia

ABOVE: DAVE BARNES ILLUSTRATION    RIGHT: Basil Darling (lower of three) ascending Mount 
Robson in 1913. ARCHIVES & LIBRARY, WHYTE MUSEUM OF THE CANADIAN ROCKIES
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by Todd lawson

Trevor Hunt is a skier’s skier. Although he grew up in Whistler during the sponsored-rider 
frenzy of freeskiing’s rebirth a decade ago, he has humbly chosen his own route to the 
summit, often climbing and skiing mountains solo. No partners or distractions – just the 
man and the mountains.
 “I can definitely empathize with Trevor’s solo endeavours,” says Canadian ski 
mountaineering icon Ptor Spricenieks, who recently spent a few weeks with Trevor in the 
Peruvian Andes. “He probably finds it hard to find partners to match his inspiration and 
technical/physical ability. A wise and prudent soloist is the purest of all skiers. He who 
travels alone travels fastest.”
 Trevor succeeds by staying true to the ski-mountaineer’s maxim of “climb it before you 
ski it” and has quietly ticked off an impressive list of solo and first descents both here in 
his own backyard and throughout the world’s biggest mountain ranges. He says that the 
best friend one can have in the mountains is patience, especially when you’re alone. 

MoUnTainlifer

trevor hunt
Taking the Quiet Line

Hunt attempting a first descent on Yerupaja (6,635m), Peru’s second highest peak. KOKY CASTANEDA PHOTO

Continued on page 32
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Mountain Life – Climbing and skiing solo is not the 
usual approach. Is this simply in your nature or do 
you like the personal challenge of doing things by 
yourself?

Trevor Hunt – I probably only ski solo about 10 
percent overall, and I would never suggest that 
anybody venture into the mountains alone, but 
for me it was a natural progression. I’ll always 
love skiing with friends, and cherish the lifelong 
friendships I’ve made in the mountains, but so-
loing certainly takes adventure to a higher level. 
Without the distraction of a partner, your mind 
is totally focused on the task. But mostly, it’s 
just hard to find people crazy enough to forego 
sleep and hike through the night.

ML – In 2003, your friend and accomplished alpinist 
Guy Edwards died while climbing. Shortly after, 
you made a committing solo descent of the Siberian 
Express on the Garibaldi Massif in a single 24-hour 
push. What was going through your head at the 
time?

TH – Respect for your peers and honoring 
those that have come before means a lot. Guy 
was Canada’s greatest adventurer at the time, 
and a hero of mine. Conditions were safe and  
I wanted to ski something significant with a 
heinous “bushwhack” approach, because that 
was his style. There were lots of intense moments 
during those 24 hours, but I’d like to think that 
Guy was watching over me.

ML – You’ve climbed and skied lines all over the 
Himalaya, Yukon, Alaska, The Rockies, New 
Zealand, the Andes, and of course here in the Coast 
Mountains. What has been the most epic trip of your 
life and why?

TH – In India with $200, I spent two weeks 
cramped on local transport, and 45-plus hours 
of climbing and skiing on a 7,000-metre-plus 
peak with no porters or guides. When I started 
out, I had no plan, no idea where the peak 
was, or where the climb/ski route was, or even 
the peak’s proper name. It’s the farthest I’ve 
ever cut loose from our information-obsessed 
society... the closest I’ve ever come to pure 
adventure. A sponsored expedition could’ve 
spent well over $50,000 doing the same trip. 

ML – What do you consider your most significant 
first ski descent?

TH – I made the first ski descent of Canada’s 
sixth-highest peak, Mount Vancouver, in a 
35-hour push with my friend and mentor Ptor 
Spricenieks. To get an idea of how big the ski 
line is, you’d have to stack Whistler Mountain’s 
Peak to Creek run twice on itself. 

ML – Most intense moment?

TH – I was climbing a steep slope at 6,000 
metres in northern Pakistan. As I neared the 
summit, the slope above me cracked without 
warning. Being helpless with my skis on my 
back, I had time to really contemplate my 
situation. With a bit of luck, and because of the 
path I chose to climb, the avalanche deposited 
me on this ridge only partially buried.

ML – For some people, hauling a giant pack up a 
steep mountain at 3 a.m. in dodgy conditions sounds 
like torture, not fun. What is the allure of ski-moun-
taineering for you? 

TH – Being in nature is the one constant. I’ve 

gone on ski trips overseas without even touching 
my skis to snow. You have to love the Zen of the 
process. In Peru, on the most dangerous glacier 
I’ve skied, I watched the rising sun slashed 
by lightning from a storm over the Amazon… 
Magic.

ML – How do you weigh the risk and reward factor 
of this sport?

TH – By keeping everything personal. I ski 
for my own enjoyment. No other ski partner, 
sponsor or gear company can ever motivate or 
convince me to ski something.

ML – Let’s look way into the future. You have your 
own personal, lightweight jet-pack and can be at 
the summit of any mountain within minutes of your 
front door. Do you still grunt your way up the old 
way, or do you buzz around bagging peaks with 
ease?

TH – I’ve always wanted a helicopter, so I’m all 
for the cheaper jet-pack alternative to skiing 
lots of powder!  But in ski mountaineering the 
most important rule is that you climb what 
you’re about to ski. In climbing your line, you 
can assess snow conditions and discover ice 
and rock sections that might be unskiable. 
There are always steep ski lines that are ex-
ceptions, but people who break this rule often 
don’t last too long.  

For more of Trevor’s stories, check out  
coaststeepskier.com.

“In Peru, on the most dangerous glacier I’ve skied, I watched the rising sun slashed by lightening from a storm over the Amazon.”

Trevor arcing late-night turns after 30 hours on the move during the first ski descent of Mount Vancouver, Yukon. PTOR SPRICENIEKS PHOTO Deep in the heart of the Himalaya, Langtang, Nepal.  
JIM MARTINELLO PHOTO
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BACKCOUNTRY PARTNERS

Test the latest Dynafi t boots, skis & bindings at your Dynafi t specialists store.
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Escape Route, Whistler BC
604·938·3228

Photo credit : Alex Wigley / Location: Chisel Couloir, SpearheadPhoto credit : Alex Wigley / Location: Chisel Couloir, Spearhead
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oceangybe
A journey across maps, cultures and garbage
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TOP: The OceanGybe Expedition spent 3.5 years afloat.  DEAN AZIM PHOTO   BOTTOM LEFT: Mid-Atlantic Maps. RIGHT: Vanuatu smiles. BRYSON ROBERTSON PHOTOS



by bryson Robertson

Maps inspire me. Following the boundaries of the continents, 
tracing the fine ridges of the mountain ranges, and discovering 
the sinuous meanderings of the great rivers and currents,  
I spend hours dreaming of locations all over the world. If a 
picture tells a thousand words, then a map is the equivalent 
of a thousand pictures. Maps are our window into viewing our 
world, but are by themselves only a window.  At some point, 
you have to fold the map along its crease lines, put it down, 
grab your jacket and go see for yourself what the world looks 
like. In 2007, three freshly graduated engineering students 
– my brother Ryan Robertson our friend Hugh Patterson and 
I – did just this, embarking on the OceanGybe research and 
outreach expedition in hopes of exploring the vast blue voids 
between the multi-coloured continents of our globe. Oceans 
cover 71 percent of our planet, yet they hardly register on 
a map. We wanted to sail to the small islands that punctuate 
those monochrome blue expanses and see for ourselves 
the real boundaries between land and sea. We wanted to 
sit down with the people, listen to their stories, absorb their 
knowledge, explore landscapes (both below and above the 
surface) and, mostly, search out some rideable waves. 
 As surfers, we scoured maps of the global coastline 
looking for our own paradise – dreamy beaches, completely 
virgin and free of human impact, with empty, epic waves 
breaking just offshore. Unfortunately, we discovered such 
places no longer exist – it is almost impossible to find a 
beach that is free of human impact.
 We sailed some 70,000 kilometres during the Ocean-
Gybe expedition, visited hundreds of islands and beaches, 
crossed all three of this planet’s major oceans and never 
found a single beach without a washed-up plastic drink 
bottle. On the small island of Cocos Keeling in the middle of 
the Indian Ocean, we collected 339 plastic sandals and 246 
plastic drink bottles in just 100 metres of beach. Regardless 
of how far from major human population we ventured, the 
ubiquitous, almost indestructible, disposable plastic drink 
bottle had beat us there.
  Maps often show our oceans with flat featureless blue 
tones. They don’t illustrate the underwater mountains (the 
world’s tallest) or mountain ranges (the longest), the biggest 
animals ever (the blue whale is bigger than any known dino-
saur or living animal) or the fact that under and around those 
blue patches on the map plastic waste kills up to a million 
sea birds, 100,000 sea mammals and way-too-many-to-count 
fish each year.*

 Our civilized world treats the ocean as a never-ending 
resource and dumping ground. The facts on overfishing are 
frightening. According to National Geographic magazine, 90 
percent of large fish, which we love to consume, are seriously 
overfished and 70 percent of commercial fish stocks are 
exploited far beyond sustainable limits. In addition, for every 
pound of fish we extract globally, we replace it with three 
pounds of rubbish. Yet few people care, perhaps because all 
this is illustrated with a blank, blue space on a map or the 
ocean is just something far below the airplane window.

We sailed some 70,000 kilometres, crossed  
all three of this planet’s major oceans and 
never found a single beach without a  
washed-up plastic drink bottle.
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TOP: Go Fish. MIDDLE: Plastic on Cocos Keeling Atoll. BOTTOM: Costa RIca dolphin. 
BRYSON ROBERTSON PHOTOS
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a force of nature

tourismtofino.com

Liquid snow…
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 On the water, sailing home from Maui to British Columbia 
after 42 months of waves, adventure and littered beaches, 
we crossed the North Pacific Gyre. A gyre is an atmospheric 
phenomenon, a huge stable high pressure system with very 
little wind, calm seas, and beautiful weather. The currents 
and winds which pushed our small boat towards home also 
make up the medium that moves millions of tonnes of plastic 
debris towards the gyre, now known as the Great Pacific 
Garbage Patch – a monumental floating soup of plastic 
pieces which inhabit much of the northeast Pacific Ocean. 
Slowly sailing the gyre, very rarely was there a time when 
we could look out and not see a floating milk crate, fishing 
buoy, polystyrene cooler, or some other form of society’s 
trash. We spent 10 days in the gyre, taking water and plastic 
debris samples before hoisting the sails and pointing the bow 
northeast towards Vancouver Island. Dry land, hot showers, 
cold beer and empty waves motivated us forward. 
 Almost 1,000 kilometres before making landfall on 
Vancouver Island, we watched a heavy fog bank roll over the 
eastern horizon and envelop the boat and crew.  With breaking 
waves washing over the entire boat and heavily shortened 
sail, we navigated through the cold, damp clouds by maps 
and instruments alone. Five days later, we could almost 
hear the waves breaking on the beaches, we could smell the 
damp, decomposing organics in the forests of home, but 
could still see nothing. Slowing our pace dramatically, we 
tentatively angled towards shore, searching in the greyness 
for any perceivable change. Suddenly, we sailed out of our 
grey cocoon, into the bright sunshine and a flotilla of small 
fishing boats. Home at last – now let’s find some surf.

RIGHT: WInter Harbour, BC. BELOW: Costa Rican Sandal Pile.  
BRYSON ROBERTSON PHOTOS
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On the Whistler Village Stroll, next to Garfs    604 938 1420

Whistler

Now carrying men’s and 
women’s eco-fashions.

HEMP • BAMBOO • ORGANIC COTTON
SOY • REUSED MATERIALS



 

The contrast between Hawaii and BC could not have been 
starker. We had traded mahi-mahi for salmon, dolphins for 
seals, palm trees for Douglas firs, and boardshorts for full 
wetsuits. Landing the dingy in a protected cove, our favourite 
Sitka surfboards in hand, we trekked off searching for waves 
on the other side of the headland.  After a couple of hours, 
we exited the forest and walked onto a desolate beach, 
complete with white sand, a clear mountain stream and 
waves that peaked at two inches high. Exploring, we discov-
ered the same vision we had seen at hundreds of beaches 
around the world. The high-tide line was covered with plastic 
bottles, plastic fishing buoys, polystyrene bits and all sorts 
of other plastic human pollution.  Conducting a survey of the 
debris over a 100-metre stretch, we noted that much of the 
plastic had travelled even further than we had – it was from 
Japan, China, Taiwan, Korea, and numerous other countries 
thousands of ocean miles from where we were standing. Did 
the people who had disposed of this plastic pollution in the 
ocean realise how far it had travelled and how it was impacting 
our marine ecosystem on the other side of the world? And 
by the same token, do many Canadians realise how far and 
wide our dropped candy-wrapper or water bottle will travel? 

 Following our maps and charts into numerous little 
coves and bays on the west coast of Vancouver Island over 
the next three weeks, we did finally manage to more than 
satiate our surf hunger.  We also collected fresh mussels at 
low tide, watched eagles soar above the treetops, and expe-
rienced the raw wilderness that makes so many of us proud 
to call BC home. Our convoluted coastline of bays, islands 
and headlands looks beautiful on the map but it is not until 
you step through the window and into the real world that 
you get a true feeling for the land. Perhaps we need to take 
another look at our maps, remove some town names and 
replace them with images of leaping salmon, misty treelines, 
and lumbering bears. Take those featureless-blue expanses 
and draw in blue whales, rogue waves and huge undersea 
mountain ranges to remind us of just how much more there 
is out there to explore, and protect.  

*ocean facts from savethesea.org 

Bryson and crew have lots more information about their 
voyage and links about plastic pollution at their website 
oceangybe.com 

They also have a movie coming out this April. Look for the 
trailer and other videos from OceanGybe under the “In this 
Issue” tab at cm.mountainlifemag.ca

The photographers are donating all royalities directly to 
OceanGybe and their work talking to schools.

Our convoluted coastline of bays, islands 
and headlands looks beautiful on the map 
but it is not until you step through the  
window and into the real world that you  
get a true feeling for the land.
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Welcome to Panama OceanGybe. DEAN AZIM PHOTO
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by feet banks

2012 may or may not bring the end of the world but for 
local skier Kye Petersen it’s already shaping up to be a 
banner year. His segment in the Sherpas’ seminal ski film 
All.I.Can. just won “Best Natural Air” and “Full Throttle” 
awards at the 2012 Powder Video Awards, and a week 
prior, the 22-year-old Whistler kid took first place at the 
Freeskiing World Tour event in Revelstoke – his first contest 
in over a year. Kye led the competition from the outset and 
secured his victory with a ballsy move on the final day.
 

Kye 
Petersen

profile
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Kye Petersen, full throttle. Haines, Alaska. JORDAN MANLEY PHOTO
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  “He threw down a 360 on the face. I couldn’t believe it,” said judge/skiing legend Andrew Sheppard. “It wasn’t huge but it was a 360 on a 45-to-
50-degree face that still had 1,500 feet of fall line below him. It was so high-consequence. Lower down he stomped a sweet cliff. It wasn’t the line of 
the day but he hung onto his lead. He skied smart. Kye showed the direction skiing is going.”
 Whatever that direction is, it has deep roots in Whistler but Kye didn’t start really skiing hard here until age 10. After the 1996 death of his father, 
legendary ski mountaineer Trevor Petersen, Kye’s mother moved him and his sister to Maui for a few years. Kye missed the big winter of ‘98-‘99 – 
skiing’s last major tipping point that included never-ending snowfall, the introduction of twin tips, and the first wave of “newschool” ski films, magazines, 
and internet hype.

“I came back halfway through the next winter and pretty much had to learn to ski again,” Kye recalls. “I had rear-entry boots. My first day was on 
Whistler with Eric Pehota, my mom and Rob Boyd.” 
 Not a bad crew of instructors and Kye was a quick learner. With a love for mountains literally in his blood, Kye spent his days bombing around the 
ski hills with his friends. The next winter he learned backflips and 360’s and by 2003, at age 13, he was a sponsored rider winning local jib contests, 
getting shots in magazines, and doing pro heli-drop shoots. This led to more travel, sponsors, and video segments – his quickly amassed skills had 
landed him amongst skiing’s upper echelon. 
 At 15, Kye flew to Chamonix and got a taste of the true ski mountaineer culture (he also skied Exit Couloir, the run that took his father’s life). 
With his eyes opened to “real skiing” Kye shifted into the background a bit, or at least the backcountry. He avoided the spotlight and hype of the ter-
rain park/jib scene and quietly spent as much time as possible skiing big lines with the best skiers. 
 That award-winning segment in All.I.Can. shows Kye charging into huge lines at top speed, throwing park-style tricks on steep natural terrain and 
generally ripping the mountain like a kid with a personal vendetta against gravity – except he’s not a kid anymore. He doesn’t talk like one, he doesn’t 
act like one, and he certainly doesn’t ski like one. Kye Petersen will always be Trevor’s son – but there’s also no denying that he is now his own man.
 We met up just days before his 22nd birthday. Kye is lean and small, but strong, built for agility. He speaks calmly and thinks before he answers, 
assessing the terrain… 

“I’ve definitely had times when I feel like I didn’t grow up with a normal life – just doing school and 
all the stuff your buds do.”

The opposite of a Maui skate park. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO
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Welcome to the end of taking your  
last chair at 1:30 pm.

Bob Shay was at the top of a run on a bluebird ski day and he was miserable.  

Funny how ill-fitting ski boots can ruin the most perfect of days.

That’s when Bob had an epiphany: 

 

ski boots made for everyone don’t fit anyone. 

That evening, and countless evenings after, Bob and his brother Russ  

could be found in their garage—deconstructing ski boots to find a  

more comfortable fit. After dozens of prototypes, Surefoot custom  

ski boots were created.

Since then, Surefoot has made tens of thousands of skiers better, and 

more comfortable. That’s what happens when 1,076 air pegs embrace 

your foot on our digital scanner to create the ultimate topographical 

map of your unique foot. Our technicians guarantee a custom fit in  

just 70 minutes. And you ski better for the rest of your life.

Surefoot®

  

better fitting, better skiing.       

www.surefootskiboots.com

Located in Whistler Village        
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Mountain Life – What have you been up to?

Kye Petersen – I was up on Wedge the other day. 
A group of us ski-toured from the treeline, climbed 
the west couloir and summited. It felt pretty high, 
8,000 feet to the valley. We skied the north couloir, 
it was really variable. Everything from wind-
hammered to pow to pure ice. But I was looking 
at a few lines out there off the back side.

ML – You’ve also been skiing in Chamonix a lot 
the last few years. What is it over there that keeps 
bringing you back?

Kye – The access is why I go there. The access 
is so huge with all the trams and five ski hills in 
one valley and so many people over there doing 
the exact same thing. That’s just how it is over 
there. That is where it all started and there 
are a lot of legends over there. [The first time 
I went], skiing the Exit Couloir wasn’t origi-
nally part of the plan. If you live in Chamonix 
you don’t plan anything, that’s how people 
get killed. You have to go when it’s good. The 
conditions were right, so we skied it.

ML – Skiing gets portrayed as this high-energy 
extreme sport but there’s a spiritual angle to it all, 
too. Do you feel much of that?

Kye – Being a skier in the backcountry you 
have to have a lot of respect. Even yesterday 
on Wedge, after we skied it was a huge slog 

to get out but there were two ravens circling. 
That’s just part of how it is. In Cham the ravens 
are called “choucas” – little ravens with yellow 
beaks. Since forever, mountaineers have felt 
that they are reincarnations.

ML – You were one of the first really young kids to 
get picked up by sponsors and fed into the pro-skier 
machine. Was that weird? Looking back, do you feel 
like you missed out on part of being a kid?

Kye – I’ve definitely had times when I feel like 
I didn’t grow up with a normal life – just doing 
school and all the stuff your buds do. I was 
gone a lot but in the big picture I think it is 
worth it. It can be tough when you are supposed 
to be a role model and responsible and you’re... 
It isn’t easy being a kid. 

ML – Did you feel the pressure from the industry and 
sponsors and all that?

Kye – Probably at times it would push me, at 
times it would burn me out. What got me the 
most psyched was to get out there and get 
away from everything.

ML – You did your first heli-drop at age 13?

Kye – Yeah, with Christian Begin and Bruce 
Rowles. I was thirteen I think, riding Rossi Pow 
Airs. I got a shot published wall-riding Bruce’s 
house right after we got back.

ML – Now you are bringing the jib moves into the 
big mountain arena, in your All.I.Can.. segment 
you’re throwing big tricks mid line and almost wall-
riding the insides of big spines. What are you up to 
this season?

Kye – A lot more of that. I look at my skiing and 
I think about it in a flowy, surfy way. I end up 
riding inside of stuff and turning on the top of a 
lot of features, accentuating one turn more than 
the other. It’s all part of what feels right.

ML – You learned to surf in Maui. Your mother 
moved you and your sister there when you were 
young. Can you talk about that?

Kye – That shaped the rest of my life. It was a 
crucial age, eight–nine. I started skateboarding 
when I moved there. We lived in Paia and there 
was a youth centre just down the street with a 
mini ramp. I skated every day. We were the only 
white kids at the school so most of my friends 
were at the skatepark. I learned to skate and to 
surf there, two of my biggest passions.

ML – Do you think it was hard on your mom once 
you came back and started becoming a skier and 
doing the same stuff your dad loved so much?

Kye – It was hard on her, but she was also the 
most supportive mother ever, took me to do 
whatever I wanted. I am sure she was and still 
is scared at times. We went back to Maui a little 

Home Sweet Home. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO
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Home Sweet Home. BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO

over a year ago, my mom and I. Stayed at her 
old boss’s house and went to the North Shore 
and surfed everyday. I hadn’t really been back 
there before that. It was nice. I follow surfing a 
lot, it’s bigger than skiing. There’s a lot more 
ocean than snow.

ML – What about ski comps: good or not good?

Kye – I enjoy them. I am not extremely competi-
tive but I want to do comps. I want to ski with the 
guys who are doing comps. Any day you are with 
someone you can watch and learn from them.

ML – You won the Freeskiing comp in Revelstoke. 
Did you learn from the other skiers?

Kye – Yeah, a little bit. You know, it’s fun to test 
yourself against the other guys. It was my first 
comp since January 2010.

ML – What makes a good ski partner?

Kye – It’s hard to find a partner for everything 
you want to do, someone you can trust your life 
with, who you also enjoy hanging out with but 
at the same time knows as much or more than 
you. Ski partners are hard.
 
ML – What is it about skiing that keeps you going 
so hard?

Kye – For me skiing is always the biggest 
getaway. Like when I would get frustrated with 

everything all the time, with school or my mom 
or whatever. Every time I went skiing I would 
forget about everything, even if I was in an 
argument when I got dropped at the hill, by the 
time I got on the run it was gone. 

ML – Like an escape from everything?

Kye – Totally. Even now, everything I do revolves 
around skiing but I am working as a skier so 
that I will be able to go ski for myself. A weekend 
of shooting is not like skiing with your boys. To 
just be up there with your buds having fun and 
charging and ripping with each other.

ML – Like those shots of you and Callum and 
Heimer ripping trees together in all.i.can.?

Kye – Yeah, it shows the fun. It took a lot of 
work to get those shots but that is really what 
we do [when not filming]. That segment is fun 
to watch because it’s fun to do –shred with 
your buddies.

ML – You are also skiing some pretty gnarly lines in 
that film. Is it important, at this level, to climb a line 
before you ski it, like your dad and Pehota did back 
when extreme skiing was blowing up?

Kye – You can ski a line better after you have 
hiked it. And you feel better. There is a time and 
place for getting dropped with a heli too, you 
can get away with it, but I think it’s reckless if 
you are doing it all the time. The other thing is 

timing. Timing is huge – there are only a few 
days of the season where it all comes together. 
That’s why big mountain is so rare. Every year 
is different and there is always something good 
if another thing is not.

ML – I thought it was awesome that the Sherpas 
show you pulling off a line and getting picked up 
by the heli because it was too dangerous. How often 
does that happen?

Kye – Pulling off? It happens a lot, probably 
more than it doesn’t. Sometimes it is obvious 
and sometimes it is your gut. Your gut is a huge 
part of skiing. And being calm, the more com-
fortable you get, the more calm you are, that is 
the way it should be. You are scared a lot of the 
time, but you have to be calm.

ML – What is one thing every skier should learn to 
do or try?

Kye – A slash turn probably.

ML – What makes the Coast Mountains the “real 
deal” to you?

Kye – The skiing and the people – the attitude. 
You can find gnarly shit here, and there are 
people doing it. I’ve been to a lot of places and I 
am stoked every time I come back. There is more 
to do here, it’s kind of endless. And living here, 
there are a lot of other options – ocean, skate, 
beach, lake, etc. I feel like I will always be here.  







604 938 1700  www.blackcombaviation.com
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design

right here, right now.

by feet banks

The best-designed products seem to make perfect sense. They’re simple yet totally 
functional and often leave the impression, “I can’t believe no one thought of that 
sooner.”
 Such is the case with local snowboarder JF Pelchat’s NOW bindings. The 
39-year-old is best known for his hard-charging riding style with the infamous 
Wildcats crew but Pelchat also has the natural instincts of an engineer. In fact, he 
first started tinkering with snowboard bindings as a teen.
 “In the early ‘90s I remember seeing a pic of a not-yet-released baseless 
Westbeach binding,” Pelchat says, “and me and my buddy just went out and built 
our own. ”
 These days Pelchat says most of his ideas are conceived while driving up High-
way 99. He was coming home from a shred trip, in 2006 when he had the idea to 
incorporate a skateboard-truck concept to his bindings. NOW utilizes an alumi-ring 
with a forged aluminum disc bolted to the board and a floating nylon hanger (commonly 
called the baseplate) with a revolutionary “Kingpin” pivot system that allows a 
snowboarder to transfer energy from edge to edge with much more efficiency. 
 “The Kingpin acts as a fulcrum,” Pelchat explains. “The hanger moves with 
your boot, creating a subtle rocking motion from heel to toes. It’s based on skateboard-
ing. The easiest way to describe the motion is to turn a skateboard upside-down – 
the truck is the binding and the deck is the snowboard.”

Continued on page 52

JF Pelchat ushers in a new era with unique binding design

Pelchat testing the product in Chile. CHAD CHOMLACK PHOTO
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  Polyurethane bushings at each corner of the hanger act as the main 
points of contact with the board. The bushings come in three densities 
enabling riders to customize their ride depending on their personal style 
or snow conditions. The bushings also act as mini shock absorbers and 
diffuse chatter in choppy or icy snow. A flush heelcup and highback con-
figuration holds the boot in place but the design is built so the highback 
removed. “Going without highback is a re-occuring trend,” Pelchat says 
“so it’s good to have the option.”

 To get his design from workshop-Frankenstein to consumer-ready 
product Pelchat enlisted shred pioneer Alex Warburton to help with the 
industrial design and get his concept to market. With over 15 years 
experience working with product design and development for companies 
like Burton, Morrow and Forum, Warburton recognized the brilliance in 
Pelchat’s concept and together they built a clean, uncluttered design that 
highlights the technology over the gimmicks, bells and whistles of their 
competitors. 
 “It really is form over function,” Warburton says. “We went with a 
green colour on the parts of the binding that are important and kept the 
rest either black or white. We don’t need gimmicks or flashy colours and 
distractions. None of that has anything to do with turning a snowboard. 
This thing is designed to turn a snowboard.” 
  Which means riders don’t need to crank their straps so tightly or 
rely on large highbacks to get the leverage needed to crank a big turn. 
The binding does the work and riders no longer have to lift the entire 
board to sink an edge. The final result is more responsive, precise and 
comfortable bindings.
 But the proof is in the ride. Local legend Shin Campos was one of 
the first NOW guinea pigs, testing the new design in Chile last summer.
 “I’m not really a technical guy,” Campos says, “but it rides really 
smooth and feels really good.” So good that once he got home from the 
test run Shin sold all his old bindings in a garage sale.
 While teamed with Swiss boardmaker Nidecker, Pelchat’s NOW is an 
independent off-shoot and a totally rider-owned-and-operated company. 
“You need big companies to keep the wheels turning,” JF admits, “but 
it’s important for the survival and integrity that you have snowboarders at 
the core of a snowboard company. The importance of listening to riders is 
what helped drive me.”
 Although his IPO model bindings are not slated for public release 
until next September Pelchat has already signed snowboard icons Devun 
Walsh and Jeremy Jones to his pro team and is also doing a team 
sponsorship with YES snowboards. The future, it seems, is NOW.  

now-snowboarding.com

“The hanger moves with your boot, creating a 
subtle rocking motion from heel to toes. It’s based 
on skateboarding.
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Danielle MENZEL

There’s no place like home.
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What do red wine, a helicopter and a hot tub have to do with ski touring? 

Everything, if you’re hanging with Bella Coola Heli Sports.

shangri-laSkinning up in
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There are 20 people seated around 
the dinner table, but judging by 
the volume of Peter “‘The Swede” 
Mattsson’s voice, you’d swear 
there were at least 100.

 “Let’s drink it blue!” he shouts with gusto, 
peppering the short sentence with a flurry of 
f-bombs while hoisting a glass of Cabernet. 
“You guys gotta pick it up! It’s gotta be blue 
tomorrow, drink it bluuuue!” 
 It’s the first night of a weeklong heli-
assisted ski touring trip into the largest heli-ski 
tenure on earth, and the tradition of sacrificing 
your liver for beautiful weather is in full effect. 
Wine flows like water from a garden hose and 
the dinner-table banter bounces steadily back 
and forth between Bella Coola Heli Sports own-
ers Christian Begin, Beat Steiner and Swede. 
Between Swede’s rants and Begin’s boisterous 
arm-flailing it’s difficult to get a word in… so 
nobody really does. But the guests eat up the 
entertainment as easily as the five-star meal.
 “People love it here,” says Begin in his 
staccato French Canadian accent, “because 
they can be themselves here, you know? You 
can experience the fine dining in a t-shirt and 
nobody gives a sh*t.”

 People also love it because Begin, Mattsson 
and Steiner are three ski bums turned heli-
bosses, guys as humble and down-to-earth as 
when they first started out, despite knowing 
almost everyone who’s ever clicked into a pair 
of bindings. With numerous big ski descents 
under their collective belt and very solid 
credentials in the ski-film industry the trio had 
originally pegged the bounty of Bella Coola for 
film projects, not a heli-skiing empire. 
 “The original plan wasn’t even to start a 
heli-skiing company,” explains Beat Steiner, 
easily the most laid back of the partners. “The 
plan was to film, that’s why we applied for the 
tenure but then when we got it and put out the 
word to our contacts in the ski business we had 
40 clients in only four weeks of skiing. It kind 
of took off on us and after a while we didn’t do 
any more filming.” 
 What they did was offer primo heli-skiing 
trips at an exotic Canadian wilderness outpost 
that features thousands of runs in never-skied 
zones – Bella Coola is hundreds of kilometres 
from the nearest civilization. After they es-
tablished Tweedsmuir Park Lodge as a base, 
heli-skiers and boarders flocked from all over 
the world to eat gourmet cuisine, sip brandy by 

the fireplace and escape their hectic lifestyles. 
 But Steiner, Mattsson and Begin also 
wanted to offer something for their ski-bum 
pals who couldn’t normally fork over $10,000 
for a week of pure, unlimited heli-heaven so 
they combined the best of both worlds, using a 
helicopter to access remote summits, then taking 
the rest of the day to skin up and ski down. For 
those who want the thrill of the chopper but 
still want to earn their turns –  welcome to heli-
touring heaven. 
 And heaven goes something like this: Hop 
in the heli with a belly full of bacon, get out 
five minutes later at the summit of a jagged 
peak, ski 50 cm of fresh powder on fresh legs 
then spend the rest of the day exploring the 
immense mountain wilderness in quiet solitude. 
Skin and shred as much as your legs can 
handle, then call in the bird for a pickup and 
minutes later you’re back at the lodge drinking 
cold beer in a hot tub, and you’ve spent a frac-
tion of what a normal heli-ski day would cost. 
Dream? Yes. Reality? Also yes. And it’s not only 
hippies paying to play.

Story and Photography by Todd lawson
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Just another 50cm day in the office for BCHS owners Christian Begin (left) and Beat Steiner.



 Calgary’s David Loucks is a gregarious, red 
wine–swilling, heli-touring aficionado back at the 
lodge to live the dream for the second time. “We’re 
always looking for different terrain and new places 
to ski. Hut skiing is great, the experience of being 
all alone in the mountains with a good crew, but 
you get limited with the quantity of runs you can ski 
on any given day. Here, we can ski big mountain–
style stuff without the hassle of packing in food 
and having to cook and clean at the end of the day 
when all we want to do is drink.”
 The next morning I walk up to the lodge from 
our cozy cabin and see Swede whistling away on 
the front lawn. “Look at this,” he says, fanning his 
arms out towards the faint white peaks across the 
river in the distance. “This is Bella Coola. Loook at 
this my friend, this is what it’s all about, and this 
is nothing, we have more mountains here than you 
can imagine.”

 He’s not joking. On the wall next to the 
pool table, a chart shows the relative size of all the 
heli-ski tenures in British Columbia. Bella Coola 
Heli Sports is outlined in orange, and almost twice 
as large as the nearest one. So far, we’ve barely 
scratched the surface. 
 “With you we’ve just skied at the beginning 
of the tenure,” Begin explains. “I hope it gets blue 
tomorrow. When we can go deeper and you’re not 
gonna believe your eyes! There are just so many 
options it will blow your mind, really.”
 “I only knew of this place because of a map,” 
says Mattsson. “Millions of acres of mountains and 
nobody was skiing here. It was like a wild frontier. 

We came here and found our own Shangri-La really.”
 In the novel Lost Horizon, British author 
James Hilton describes Shangri-La as a mystical, 
harmonious valley enclosed somewhere in the 
western end of the Himalaya. The ideal has since 
become synonymous with any earthly paradise or 
utopia – a permanently happy land isolated from 
the outside world. 
 For The Swede, Steiner and Begin, their 
happy land consists of countless unnamed peaks in 
a tenure the length and breadth of the entire Swiss 
Alps – one and a half million acres of wilderness 
in the most heavily glaciated area in the world 
at this latitude, where the most extensive fjord 
system in North America snakes its way from the 
Pacific Ocean almost 100 kilometres inland. And 
because of the proximity to the sea, it’s possible 
to ski from a summit with the waters of the Pacific 
sparkling far below your ski tips. There are rivers and 

rainforests and a deeply rooted connection to the 
ancient Nuxalk First Nations. There are waterfalls 
and rock slides, avalanches and floods, small farms 
and small-town folk. And there are hundreds upon 
hundreds of mountains waiting to be skied. 
 “You spend your whole life chasing powder,” 
says Beat Steiner, a Cheshire-cat grin smacked 
across his face, “and now there’s so much of it you 
can’t even ski it all.” 
 At least we can try. We spend the next six 
days skinning and skiing and don’t even sniff the 
same spot twice. Even though it’s mid-April it’s still 
very much winter, especially high in the alpine. 

Heaven goes something like this: Hop in the heli with a belly full of bacon, get out five  
minutes later at the summit of a jagged peak, ski 50 cm of fresh powder on fresh legs then 
spend the rest of the day exploring the immense mountain wilderness in quiet solitude.

Continued on page 60
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Fly in, hike up – skiing’s best marriage ever.
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The temperature drops to a perfect -9 ºC and lead 
guide Jia Condon leads us into bowls and chutes 
and trees and steeps, all of it in fluffy waist-deep 
blower pow. But there is one major problem. Despite 
attempts and encouragement to drink it blue every 
night, the sun hasn’t come out to play. We have 
one last shot – will tonight bring us the tomorrow 
we want?
 “Okay everybody, we have one more day 
here,” Swede addresses our group of 20 new 
friends. “Let’s stop messing around and drink it 
blue,” he shouts. “I’m serious, let’s get going.  
I want you to drink as hard as you ski!”
 Of course we all oblige and do our best. Many 
bottles of vino are followed by special coffees, 
cognacs, whiskeys and shots. Glasses are clink-
ing and clanking left, right and centre. We all get, 
well…drunk, and eventually stumble down to our 
private cabins with dreams of the elusive bluebird 
on our minds. 
 When I rise I’m not happy, and I’m hungover.  
I look out the door and see a low-lying fog draping 
itself across the river. The thought of a lazy morn-
ing gives me some solace and I saunter up to the 
lodge for breakfast. The first person I see is Swede, 
as chipper as a morning sparrow. 

 “Look at that,” he says, gazing out the window 
to the east. “You guys did goood last night!”
 Confused, I look out the window and see a 
glimmering white peak in the far distance, way 
above the bank of fog. 
 “Bluebird, bluebird, bluebird!” he sings, 
pretending to flap his wings.
 Moments later we’re in the big bad beast fly-
ing above massive jagged spires. We skin up and 
over long ridgelines and walk across immense gla-
ciers. The sense of scale is so powerful it triggers 
thoughts of intense emotion for Mother Nature that 
I honestly have never felt before. My hangover is 
a distant memory, long wiped away by crisp shots 
of pure alpine air. Not a cloud shows its face in the 
sky all day and we get the photos we need, ski the 
lines we want. As the sun begins to drop behind the 
distant peaks Jia calls in the chopper; but instead 
of the pilot, we hear Swede chime in over the radio. 
 “How was your day over there in Shangri-La, 
boys?”
 “Pretty amazing Swede, one of the best all 
year I’d say,” Jia responds.
 “Okay, you remember what we did last night? 
Let’s do it all over again tonight. I like it when it’s 
blue!”  

“Millions of acres of mountains and nobody was skiing here. It was like a wild frontier.  
We came here and found our own Shangri-La really.”

BCHS’ luxurious headquarters. More earning – more turning.

Keeping the culture alive. Nuxalt First Nations artwork, present and past.
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Beat Steiner – “I’ve known Swede since 
1983 or something like that. I met him 
through Trevor Petersen who was washing 
dishes for Swede at the Rimrock. Over the 
years, because we were in the same scene, 
doing lots of touring and occasionally doing 
first descents, we got to know each other 
better.” 

Pete “Swede” MattSSon – “Beat and I did a 
few ski trips together, including the first ski 
descent of Mount Atwell (Siberian Express). 
We all skied together often on Whistler and 
Blackcomb, including lots of backcountry 
hiking. We first started to work together in 
the early '90s – me as a safety and location 
coordinator, and Beat and Christian as cino. 
(ed. note – That means cinematographer).”

Beat – “I first met Christian at the Banff 
Mountain Film Fest (I think). He was just 
starting to make films so my company, 
Adventurescope, hired him. I really liked his 
enthusiasm and the footage he was com-
ing back with. Pretty soon Christian was 
scoring his own film work and returning the 

favour by hiring me. Together with Swede 
we were a pretty good team – two angles 
and safety.”

Swede – “After this we worked together on 
a lot of ski, snowboard and commercial 
shoots. Mostly in North America but also 
other parts of the world like Greenland.”

Beat – “When we did our first film projects 
in Bella Coola in 2000 we fell in love with 
the place and since it was getting more 
complicated to shoot in the Whistler area 
we figured we’d better apply for tenure.”

ChriStian Begin – “We were the three of 
us on a film shoot in Bella Coola and we 
all came back from that trip with the same 
feeling about the place. We then decided 
all together to get tenure so we could have 
a private playground for filming. It all came 
very natural, we were good friends before 
that. We basically found Shangri-La and 
just went for it….”

bellacoolaheliskiing.comLEFT TO RIGHT: Christian Begin, Beat Steiner and Pete “Swede” 
Mattsson.

The quick story behind the largest 
heli-ski tenure in the world

The three amigos
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Slash and turn. Robbing one of Bella Coola’s natural snowbanks.
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Whether it’s a trek through the backcountry or simple 
backyard camping, there’s one equipment-basic everyone 
can agree on: a powerful, reliable, LED light. With more 
than 30 models of headlamps and handheld lights for 
all your nighttime adventures, German-engineered LED 
Lenser lights offer plenty of ways to create your own 
worlds of light.

FROM THE GREAT COAST MOUNTAINS 
TO THE GREAT SPOT UNDER THE 
MAPLE TREE IN THE BACKYARD.

www.ledlenser.com



After four years, 19 countries and thousands of photographs, 
the end is not in sight for photographer Alain Denis. 

the
neverending 

ride

EPictrip



in 1985 my parents surprised me with the best Christmas present – a brand new Honda xL 75 
motorbike. I was 12 years old and I remember ride-sliding it around the driveway in a foot of 
snow, mid-January. I also remember crashing. At the time, growing up Hawksbury, Ontario – a 
French Canadian hockey town in the far east corner of the province – I had no idea motorbikes 
would someday change my life. All I knew that day was that I learned my first valuable motor-

bike lesson – they aren’t really meant for the snow.
 More than two decades later I’m out in five inches of snow trying to coax a much larger motorbike 
onto a Colorado highway in -15ºC heading towards the ice-climbing mecca of Ouray. I’m wearing every 
stitch of clothing I own, freezing cold but overjoyed because the wind may be frigid but it smells of 
adventure and I’m on a two-wheeled journey south with no real plan except to drive, climb, surf, hike, 
camp, shoot photos, learn Spanish and go back to school in a real world.
 Weeks later I’m sweating through rock climbs in Mexico’s El Potrero Chico, then camping my 
way through the jungles and beaches of Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua. I fall in love 
with surfing in Costa Rica, switch travel companions and keep going, always southward. 
 I find more climbing in Colombia then rise to the challenge of the Andés – Ecuador, Peru and 
Bolivia – riding further, higher, deeper, longer. I keep going as far as the road takes me, solo down the 
infamous Ruta 40 to Tierra Del Fuego, the southernmost point of land on the continent. The literal end 
of the road.
 Since September 28, 2007 I’ve been riding, chasing I don’t know what, not really looking for 
anything but always finding something amazing. Now, with over 90,000 kilometers clocked on my 
Suzuki DR 350 the road still calls me. I’ve been inhaling exhaust and adventure for 48 months across 
19 countries, two oceans and a dozen mountain ranges. I’ve climbed, hiked, rolled, surfed, rode, 
laughed, burnt, bled, puked, and tumbled through countless epiphanies and more life lessons than  
I could ever have imagined. It’s a new world around every corner and I find new friends in every town.
 The road doesn’t really end in Tierra Del Fuego, it just stops heading south (nothing left in that 
direction but Antarctica, which can only offer a lesson I’ve already learned twice: snow, ice and bikes 
don’t mix). The road never truly ends, it just changes direction. Life is kind of like that, at least the life 
I have chosen. So I turn my bike around and keep on going…  

Left page: Self-portraits are hard to get riding a dirtbike solo around the world, but I managed to 
get this one just across the Argentinian border.
On this page: James Cruikshank approaching the 6088m summit of Huayna Potosi in Bolivia.
We rode my bike fully loaded with 2 big packs up to 4800m, parked the bike and climbed to the 
peak. A 24-hour mission.
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Left page: El Zonte, El Salvador. After a day of surfing, a major storm rolled in, the ocean went 
dead flat and I managed to squeeze off one frame, hand-held at f8/15th sec. 

Above: From Hauraz to Cusco. Some sections were washed out and impassable. The locals told us this 
would be closed for the day, but we were the first through. We had to pin it to get through this big 
stretch of mud at 4,000m ASL. 

Right: A local ripping it up at the right point in El Zonte. 

Below: Crooked Tree Village, Belize. Inside the house of the lovely Miss Claudette. We camped on 
her front yard for a week. She’s a single mom of six kids, and a true source of inspiration.
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Left: Viviana Andrea Gomez, pulling hard on the 5.13b Hi-Tech in Suesca, Colombia.
Above: Punta del Diablo, Uruguay. I had been painting the surfer dragon that you see on the back wall 
and this amazing lightning show started to happen. This was a one-shot deal where everything falls 
into place. f8, 3-minute shutter. 
Below: I wanted to get a killer sunrise shot of these amazing towers in Patagonia, but it had been 
cloudy for weeks. On this morning I looked outside my tent at about 5 am and saw some stars still 
in the sky. I hopped on my bike, froze my fingers but was awarded with one of the most amazing 
sunrises of the journey. 
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Blacks Pub 

Whistler’s Finest Selection of Scotches

Over 100 Different Beers

Hand Crafted Cocktails

Serving Lunch, Après and Dinner

Blacks Restaurant

Serving Breakfast, Lunch, 

Après and Dinner

Great Food... Amazing Value!

Your Adventure in Whistler Starts and Finishes at Blacks

Located at the base of both mountains in the Sundial Hotel



Calixte LeBlanc, 
First ascent, 
Gravity’s test, 
WI6 , Colorado.
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Helly Hansen catwalk

Scandinavian Design is the cornerstone in all Helly Hansen gear. The optimal 
combination of purposeful design, protection and style. This is why professional  
mountain guides, patrollers and discerning enthusiasts choose Helly Hansen.

cOnFIDent wHen It MatteRs

Helly HanSen Granville
766 Granville STreeT

Helly HanSen villaGe
villaGe STroll – WHiSTler

Helly HanSen WeSTin
@ THe WeSTin – WHiSTler



the endNot

On this page (clockwise, top to bottom): My travel partner Calixte doing the moto-limbo across a broken bridge in Guatemala. 
On the way to a secret surf spot in El Salvador – one hand on the camera, one hand on the bars.
Abancay, Peru. Riding at 4800m between Huaraz and Cusco, this was our first view of the incredible 6,000 metre peaks of the Andés.
Ouray, Colorado, January 2008. The thermometer read -15. The first and only time on the trip the bikes didn’t start.
Merida, Venezuela, February 2011. I met some people couch-surfing and a Swiss guy paid for me to go up tandem and shoot some photos of him.
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GallEry

Jeff Boyce. Camboardia, Whistler. ERIC NEFF PHOTO
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Shin Campos. Rutherford, Pemberton. MARK GRIBBON PHOTO
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Eric Jackson. Rutherford, Pemberton. ASHLEY BARKER PHOTO
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Dan Treadway. Brandywine, Whistler. BRYN HUGHES PHOTO



Dean Potter. Pan Wall, Squamish. JIM MARTINELLO PHOTO
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Allow our free consultation to fi nd the line between 

what you desire and what you require.

Whistler’s Audio Visual specialists since 1993.

SALES@WAVLTD.COM      604-932-3269      WWW.WAVLTD.COM



by feet banks

“When I was seven I was really into Star Wars,” says 
41-year-old Whistler artist Pete Malaschitz, aka Goldfinger. 
“I made my dad a tie, with a TIE Fighter on it. I drew it on 
and my dad had to pretend he liked it. I guess that was the 
start of my getting into art. My parents are the greatest and 
huge supporters of my art.”

        That little kid stuck with it and grew into a longhaired 
skateboarder from London, Ontario, who drew inspiration 
from ‘60s rock posters, ‘80s skate graphics and pretty 

much anything lowbrow. He enrolled in Sheridan College to study animation. He 
left after the first year.
 “I dropped out,” he says. “There were some classes I liked, and others  
I hated – like the one where they wanted us to draw a warehouse full of potatoes, 
in perspective.”
 They also didn’t like how Pete dressed (skater-punk) or behaved. “My buddy 
drove a hearse and we used to sit before class and try to do as many bottle-tokes 
as we could. We were in animation school, the class was just watching cartoons 
– what were we supposed to do?”
 Excommunicated from college and looking for an escape from friends who 
were too wrapped up in crime, hard drugs and biker types, Pete’s salvation arrived 
in the mail.
 “My brother sent home some pictures of Whistler and the Whistler Skate 
Bowl and as soon as I saw them I said: ‘I’m moving out there.’”
 Whistler in 1990 was a much smaller town. “It was house parties every 
night,” Pete laments. “You would walk into a bar and know 50-60 people in there 
right away. I miss it. I miss rollerblading in front of the grocery store in my spandex 
suit and hackysacking by Araxi… Kidding.”
 After eight months of “washing dishes and collecting pogey,” Pete hooked a 
job airbrushing t-shirts for Santini Designs owner Jorge Alvarez who, along with 
Sean Bondaroff and Rob Boyd, was just about to open Toad Hall Studios – a 
rebel screenprinting/design house that became the birthplace of Whistler’s 
independent art scene.
 Amid loud music and paint fumes Pete and artist Stu MacKay-Smith banged 
out some of the most iconic images, stickers and T-shirts in Whistler history. 
 MacKay-Smith calls Pete one of the best illustrators he’s ever met. “We fed 
off each other and pushed each other,” he says. “And Pete’s style really changed 
after the birth of his daughter – before it was all monsters and then suddenly it 
was the cutest little girls and bunnies. They’d still be holding machine guns but 
they were cute.”
 With creativity to burn and a growing stable of artists, Toad Hall art shows 
were a natural progression. “There were no art shows in Whistler. We started 
them at Maxx Fish in ‘97 or ‘98,” Pete says. “All the galleries in town back then 
were mostly landscapes and bear sculptures. Lots of it is still there today, no one 
has bought it yet.”
 Pete’s biting sense of humour accentuates his brazenly honest opinions. 
To him, the current Whistler Arts scene is: “Too many people ripping off other 
people. There is nothing wrong with taking something from someone’s style but 
artists have to at least look for their own style. I have to see talent there or it 
pisses me off. You see people doing huge public murals and they can’t even draw 
a nose.”
 He’s not really doing local art shows anymore, either. “No one spends any 
money on the art, they’re just there to party. They don’t even look at the art.”
 On tattooing: “I did tattoos for a while but became disenchanted. Too many 
wienerheads coming up asking me for the map of Canada on their back with all 
the highways and rivers. Or a bear riding a bike through the mountains…. A rose? 
I thought you said ‘a nose.’  A Dragon? Sorry, I thought you said ‘a wagon.’ ”

GoldFinger

artist
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ADVENTURESSNOWMOBILE

CANADIAN YUKON BREAKFAST
SNOWMOBILE ADVENTURE!

MEADOW PARK
SPORTS CENTRE

Located  5mins north of the village. Alpine/Emerald bus stops at the front door.

604 935 PLAY (7529) whistlerisrecreation.com

• Heated Self Storage
• Inside & Outside Unite
• 24/7 Access to Outside Units
• 24 hr Surveilliance
• Boxes and Packaging Supplies for Sale

1216 Alpha Lake Rd, Function Junction, Whistler 
Call us at 604-938-1313 or toll free 

1 800 662 6610  www.whistlerstorage.com

SERVING WHISTLER SINCE 1989

“We’ll get you out there.”

SEA TO SKY
FLY FISHING 

604.563.5556  www.seatoskyfly.com   

FISHING All FOUR SEASONS

TROUT 
SALMON

STEELHEAD



I KNOW WHERE YOUR 
MEAT COMES FROM. 
COME INTO THE CUP FOR FRESH LUNCH, 
MADE TO ORDER AND FOR ALL YOU LOCALLY 
SOURCED MEATS (BEEF, PORK, CHICKEN)

The Cup 
Bistro & Deli

WWW.THECUPBISTRO.COM  40378 TANTALUS WAY   604 898 5553
LIKE “THE CUP BISTRO & DELI” ON FACEBOOK FOR UPDATES!

  PIZZA
SLICE
$3.15

by
  the

SEATING FOR EAT IN  |  TAKE-OUT

Buy 1 XL
BONUS #1

4 Topping 
Pizza & get

Buy 1 LG
BONUS #2

4 Topping 
Pizza & get
a Caesar

Salad
FREE

2 L Pop &
Garlic Bread

FREE

Please mention this ad
to receive bonuses

Organic Food • Fresh Produce • Bakery 
Gourmet Meats • Floral • Delivery

Open 8am - 9pm Everyday!
www.nestersmarket.com

Squamish Whistler
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 Of course, Pete is also quick to praise those deserving: “I think Pepe is the 
most underrated artist, I love what he is doing. Taka Sudo is great. Stu MacKay-
Smith of course, Lani Imre, a few others. I find there is not enough feeling in a 
lot of art these days, you can tell what is done with feeling and what is done just 
to copycat. Not saying my stuff has a ton of feeling but you look at the greats like 
Caravaggio or Picasso and it’s so full of true, awesome feeling.”
 Whether it has feeling or not, Goldfinger’s clean, lowbrow/pin-up style has 
been all over Whistler for the past two decades. Alongside his flirtatious bad 
girls, drooling monsters, hot-rods and aliens Pete’s also created over 500 logos 
for local businesses and at least 1,000 rock show/bar night posters. As a working 
artist living in a small market, Goldfinger has the golden touch.
 “People call me Goldfinger because when I first got to town I smoked so 
much my finger turned yellow,” Pete says. And he’s fiercely proud to admit he 
has never skied or snowboarded. 
 “Not once in 22 years. But I like to tell Americans I am an extreme snowshoer: 
‘Oh yeah, I got a heli-snowshoe tomorrow at 8:30.’ They eat it up – ‘Hey Ron 
have you heard of this? We gotta do this!’” 
 Joker, bottle-toker, finger-stained smoker – Goldfinger is as “real deal” as 
they come. (No word yet on a mass-produced line of TIE-Fighter neckties, but 
one can always hope.) 

See (and buy) Pete’s art at goldfingered.com

“Pete’s style really changed after the birth of his daughter – 
before it was all monsters and then suddenly it was the cutest 
little girls and bunnies. They’d still be holding machine 
guns but they were cute.”
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Story and photo by brian finestone

You’ve seen them on everything – poles, helmets, sleds, cars and perched 
atop the guy barely snowplowing the bunny hill. Personal point-of-view 
(POV) cameras are defining action sports right now. Though there are many 
brands in the POV game, the two front-runners vying for real estate on your 
cranium are GoPro and Contour. In this strictly anecdotal and non-scientific 
study, we tested both units in snow, dirt and brine under the random 
conditions so often dished out by West Coast living. We tested the GoPro 
HD Hero and Contour HD side by side in the following categories.

gear

Mount gadgetry

At the end of the day, the best POV edits involve multiple angles and unique angles. The key to that is having clever mounts that enable 
a stable platform. While Contour has some good options, GoPro takes this category with its myriad of clamps, stick-ons and Lego-esque 
building blocks. There is rarely a limb, spot or part that can’t be configured. Special note: the keeper leash is critical to mention here. 
This scientist lost a leashless Contour cam in deep powder during a violent Noboard beater (100 percent user error). GoPro gets a point.

ease of use

This may be the single deciding factor for some. The micro LCD and fairly large menu of items GoPro offers can be frustrating unless 
bL0 and Lff are intuitive acronyms in your mind. Contour takes the point with the single “on” button, laser sighting and giant slider record 
switch. 1-1.

h2o

Though GoPro comes with waterproof housing, it can fog up inside and the unit does not float! Somewhere off the coast of Maui lies the 
second lost test unit of this experiment. H2O award goes to Contour which can be submerged in fresh water without its housing, and it 
floats. 2-1 Contour.

geek-out options

One day the geeks will inherit the earth, or maybe they already have. GoPro’s ability to shoot JPEGs at 2, 5, 10, 20, or 60-second intervals 
gives it time-lapse functionality that Contour’s basic model just doesn’t offer. 2-2.  
(Editor’s note - The GoPro Hero2 features even more bells and whistles including a 10-shot still image burst mode.) 

shakiness

Both companies should get a flogging for the false impression you get from their websites on the quality of the footage you will get. No 
matter how well either camera is mounted, camera shake is an issue. They must process their stuff in secret labs to make it look so crisp 
and shake free. For the rest of us, the proprietary software or whatever came on your home computer will have to do. Contour took this one 
by a slim margin, very slim, but combined with its slight superiority in adjusting to changes in light Contour gets the point and goes up 3-2.

battery life

Battery life is another crucial piece of the puzzle, particularly in cold conditions. Though the GoPro came with a larger eight-GB memory 
card its battery fizzled in the cold long before the Contour two-GB card was full. Contour gets the point. 4-2.

overall iMpression

Each of these POV cams does what it is designed to do and the innovations coming from each camp continue to impress. GoPro has its 
3D setup and software plus the add-on LCD screen. Contour upgrades include the GPS and smart phone app to view your files and better 
aim your setup. 
Based on the experiences of the past year, the ”One Guy’s Opinion Award” goes to Contour but honestly, if POV filming is what you want, 
you can’t go wrong either way. Get the unit that fits your style and just make sure you change up the angles often to keep your edits 
interesting. Now get back out on that bunny hill and link some turns to show off to your friends.  

#1

pov 
shoot-out
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Base Camp Never
Felt so Good
Coast Blackcomb Suites is located slopeside on Blackcomb Mountain, 

offering a unique lodge-style setting in Whistler.  Your Coast Blackcomb 

Suites stay includes: 

COASTBLACKCOMBSUITES.COM      I      1-800-783-8133

Complimentary buffet breakfast

Spacious suites with full kitchens

Ski In/ Ski Out access

Authentic Mountain Experience

INUT
INTUITION INSIDE:

Half the weight, twice the warmth. 
What are you waiting for? Revitalize 
your shells!

Fitting Consultations by appointment
at our homebase in Vancouver, B.C. 
and other local retailers.

INTUITIONLINERS.COM

With over 19 years experience in 
liner research and development, 
we have found the optimal 
balance of performance and 
comfort. By listening to and 
learning from athletes around the 
globe, we can assure the perfectglobe, we can assure the perfect
fit at every skill level, every time. 
Intuition offers the most extensive
line of high performance 
replacement liners on the market.

The Leader in Boot Liner Technology
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kEygear

HAndPRESSo wIld CoffEE PRESS ($109)
Roughing it is for kids, hippies and the unem-
ployed. What the backcountry really needs is 
more fresh espresso. This nifty gadget delivers 
high-grade, properly proportioned, pressure-
brewed espresso shots with no electricity needed. 
Just pump it up, add hot water, and let that frothy 
goodness kick-start your heart. Store preheated 
water in a thermos and you don’t even need to 
break out the stove. Simple, light (460g) and  
awesome – think fast, hippie. Handpresso.ca

oSPREy ATmoS 65 bACKPACK ($239)
It’s a backcountry truism – the larger your pack 
is, the more unnecessary stuff you will bring 
along. This 65-litre weighs under four pounds and 
has enough room for the true multi-day essentials. 
The Atmos’ main feature is an “airspeed” mesh 
back panel designed to keep you cooler (it works 
best on windy days) and yes it has dual ice-tool 
loops. Also ultra-adjustable to get your fit dialed. 
ospreypacks.com

GoAl ZERo nomAd SolAR PAnElS ($99)
Sometimes life or death depends on having a fully 
charged sat phone. Or you might need a bit of 
juice for your camera batteries on day 14 of that 
epic documentary shoot. Enter the Nomad solar 
panel – waterproof, rugged and weighing only  
13 ounces, this seven-watt panel has 12V DC and 
USB outputs. Plus you can hang it on the outside 
of your pack while hiking and blast Eazy-E all 
day long through an iPod speaker system. See 
how the granola munchers on the trail like that. 
Goalzero.com

lEATHERmAn SuPERTool 300 ($70)
Pliers are the key to a good multi-tool and this 
sucker has the strongest pliers Leatherman has 
ever made and includes all the regular bells and 
whistles – like four screwdrivers and three types 
of wire-cutter. The SuperTool also allows you to 
remove and repair/replace individual tools if neces-
sary. And it has the most important tool of all – 
the bottle opener. leatherman.com

EASTon ARTICA HIKE SnowSHoES ($190)
Snowshoeing rules and when the world ends this 
will be how we all get around. Easton dishes up a 
sweet aluminum frame and handy snow-shedding 
deck that means you’ll be able to haul ass through 
any snow type and terrain. The Hike model is 
pictured but they also make a Backcountry model 
with forged, super-traction crampons. Get some.  
Eastonmountainproducts.com

InnATE TRAd flASK ($20)
First important thing about flasks – the lid has to 
be attached or you’ll lose it when wasted. Innate 
has that feature literally locked down and also 
comes with a handy funnel to minimize spillage. 
More booze in your mouth is the point, right? It’s 
also made of 100 percent stainless steel which 
makes it easy to clean the blood off after a night 
of wilderness debauchery. The Trad holds six 
ounces so you’d better get two. Innate-gear.co  
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SNOWCAT FONDUE

Come visit and fi nd out why people LIKE US

In Whistler near the OLYMPIC PLAZA
604 932 7505

Excelling
at the highest level

Karen Vagelatos has made it to the top without chairlifts. 
Her hard work and desire to succeed allows her to excel 

as one of Whistler’s most knowledgable realtors.

    whistler bowl aug. 1963 - prior to ski lifts

Karen Vagelatos
Real Estate Agent

Phone: 604.905.2820    |    Cell: 604.902.2520

Email: karen@wrec.com  |  Web: whistlerrealestate.ca



local PicKs

ShoPPinG

oRAGE lIZA jACKET
“This jacket is a true piece of art with a style unlike any other Gore-Tex 
jacket on the market. I wear this around town and on the mountain and 
under any weather condition it keeps me warm and dry thanks to the 
Gore-Tex shell with Primaloft insulation and the faithful YKK waterproof 
zippers.”
Meredith, Urban Alpine, Squamish. urbanAlpine.com

PRIoR XTC CARbon ConSTRuCTIon
“This fall we launched our new xTC carbon construction, available as an 
upgrade to all Prior splitboards and the Husume and Overlord skis. xTC 
Carbon saves an average of 600 grams which means your splitboard or 
skis will be 17% lighter. That translates to less exertion in the backcountry, 
which means more vertical for you. The xTC upgrade is available for a 
$200 surcharge and all our boards and skis are still built right here in 
Whistler.”
Gus, Prior Ski and Snowboard Manufactory, Whistler. Priorsnow.com  

oTIS THE doG
“When he’s sniffing out new friends Otis the shop dog is helping Whistler 
get outfitted for skiing. Three years in development this dog is kid-inspired 
and designed to be cuter, fuzzier, and friendlier than ever. He’s not a 
technical performance piece but he is the best thing that comes in white.”
Devin, Skiis & Biikes, Whistler Marketplace and Creekside. Skiisandbiikes.ca

THE noRTH fACE VoRTEX jACKET
“This versatile and functional Triclimate jacket consists of a waterproof 
shell and removable insulated liner that allows you to adjust to the ever-
changing Whistler weather. Wear them together for waterproof, breathable, 
insulated protection against anything the mountain throws at you.” 
Harry, The North Face Store, Whistler Village. whistlerblackcomb.com/stores

SAlomon RoCKER II SKIS
“This is a super playful powder ski about to rip the whole mountain... fast! 
The new TWIN Rocker shape delivers amazing floatation and stability in 
deep pow and creates a surfing sensation throughout Whistler Blackcomb’s 
dynamic terrain. Get in the trees though, and they go just where you want 
them to with no effort. A worthy addition to your quiver.”
Tim, The Salomon Store, Whistler. whistlerblackcomb.com/stores
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SNOWMOBILEw w w . s h a l a y o g a . c a
#3-40383 Tantalus Road  Squamish  BC

604.567.6000
Yoga Studio

w w w . s h a l a y o g a . c a
#3-40383 Tantalus Road  Squamish  BC

604.567.6000
Yoga Studio



by jess Smith

Right after the bail, pro snowboarder Mikey Pederson’s first 
thought was that he couldn’t remember if he was in a relation-
ship or not. Five minutes later he still had no idea – ‘single’ or 
‘taken’? Eventually, he had to just make the call: ”Oh hi, umm … 
are we dating?” 
 Memory loss is one of the most distinct, indicative and 
profound symptoms of a concussion, the most common type of 
traumatic brain injury that occurs practically every day in action 
sports towns like Whistler, where people ride hard and fall harder.  
Forgetting relationship status (thank god for Facebook!), the 
date, year or even one’s own name are all signs of a concussion. 
Dr. Michael Evans is a family physician, professor, radio host, 
health columnist and author. He equates concussion with a 
spilled filing cabinet. “Sometimes when your brain gets rocked 
a bit, it’s like a file cabinet that gets knocked over, files get 
spilt onto the floor, thoughts get scrambled and sometimes the 
memory files just get lost, so you might not even remember the 
accident.”
 Another concussion victim, a skier called Lucky (not his 
real name) over-rotated a cork 10, landed on his head, and suf-
fered his third concussion. “I cracked my helmet and ended up 
knocked out for about ten minutes, and had no memory of the 
event for a year or so,” he says. “I didn’t know I had a sister, a 
girlfriend, quite a few things were gone from memory for a few 
days around that crash.” 
 “Sports concussions typically occur from either direct 
trauma, during which the brain moves violently within the skull, 
or indirect trauma such as a whiplash or blow to the face,” says 
Bianca Matheson, physiotherapist at Whistler’s Back in Action 
Physiotherapy. She adds that feelings of memory loss or confusion 
can occur as a result of all the brain cells firing at once, causing 
overheated brain activity similar to a seizure.
 Pederson says he has been hit by intense confusion and 
episodes similar to déjà vu. “Whenever I get knocked out I have 
an identical recurring dream and chain of thoughts, every time,” 
he says. “When that confusion fades I always forget what those 
thoughts were about but I know they were the exact same as the 
last time I bounced my brain off my skull.”
 Working with Olympic and national teams as well as hard 
charging Whistler locals, Matheson has seen the incidence of 
concussion increasing, “particularly in sports like pipe, slopestyle, 
boarder or skier-cross and big mountain riding.” She says that 
concussions can still occur while wearing a helmet or without being 
knocked out. And the injury can still have long-term complications.
 “It’s important to rest if you think you or your friend has a 
concussion,” she says. “Have someone ask you questions about 
the day; what you had for lunch, the time, what runs or jumps 
you’ve done. Three-point recall is also helpful: remembering three 
words 15-20 minutes later, and checking balance by standing on 
one foot for 20 seconds.”
 If you can’t complete these tests, or start feeling nauseous, 
dizzy, or irritable, be sure to get to a doctor or hospital right 
away. The hot mess that has occurred in your brain can kick off 
a number of other serious issues such as depression, seizures 
and serious neurological complications. Professional hockey and 
football players (with their private team doctors and zillion dollar 
contracts) are taking blows to the head very seriously these days. 
So should we.
 Both Matheson and Evans agree the take-home message is 
BE CAREFUL. A simple bump to the noggin may not be so simple 
and if you have to ask your girlfriend if she’s your girlfriend or 
not, be sure to ask the right girl. The last thing you need is 
another blow to the head.  

Bianca Matheson offers more tips on recognizing and assessing 
concussions at cm.mountainlifemag.ca under “Magazine>In 
this Issue.”

wEllness

Concussions are on the rise

heads up!

“Sports concussions typically occur 
from either direct trauma, during 

which the brain moves violently within 
the skull, or indirect trauma such as a 

whiplash or blow to the face.”

DAVE BARNES 
ILLUSTRATION
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604 567 2666

SquamiSh therapeuticS

www.squamishtherapeutics.com
massage therapy, acupuncture, Naturopathic Care
Occupational therapy, Yoga therapy. 
Online booking available on your schedule.

Action is the life of the body as well as the soul

Mike Conway • Therese Leigh • Bianca Matheson

Sports Physiotherapy, Spinal Manipulation, 
Braces, Orthotics, IMS, Women’s Health

www.backinactionphysiotherapy.com
604 962 0555

119-4368 Main St., Whistler 
(Next to 7 Eleven with convenient parking)

A
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food

by jess Robertson, Rd(t)

The grade is a lot steeper than anticipated. 
Each step is a struggle over roots, under logs 
and through deep puddles, and my heavily 
laden pack is killing my back and hips. We 
left late and in a rush, now the sun has gone 
behind the mountain, and the forest is dark and 
quiet save for the angry grumble of my stomach 
starting to eat itself from the inside out. The 
mere thought of enticing smells and delicious 
flavours keeps me plodding one foot in front of 
the other. My existence is all about one thing – 
I can’t wait to sit and eat.
 Food is the body’s fuel and heavy exercise 
burns through food stores a lot faster than a 
day at the office. While flavour and weight are 
paramount, the question of how to health-
ily maximize our caloric intakes while tour-
ing, camping and hiking is becoming more 
prevalent. Armed with some basic nutritional 
information, a couple of small changes to your 
meal-planning will yield huge differences in 
your energy, stamina and ability to reach the 
final goal. 

1 Your mother was right: breakfast is the most  
 important meal of the day 

The goal is an easy, warm meal that gets you 
back on the trail quickly but will sustain you 
through to lunch. Tried-and-true oatmeal provides 
the body with fibre and carbohydrates for 
mid-morning energy and is good base to build 
on. Add in some dried fruit for the early morn-
ing sugar boost and skim milk for necessary 
calcium, protein, vitamins and minerals. Seeds 
and nuts will provide protein and longer-lasting 
satiety and energy to keep you powering on for 
hours. Stay away from anything with “unknown” 
food additives – no need for that junk.

2 
Snacks rule, especially chocolate

Curb that mid-morning hunger by pulling a 
handful of almonds right out of that dirty camping 
pant pocket. They’ll provide that extra boost 
to power through. Chocolate fiends should get 
dark chocolate bars containing nuts rather than 
plain milk chocolate. As a lower glycemic index 

Dennis Flett on the Spearhead Traverse. JIM MARTINELLO PHOTO

Real Food Fundamentals

fueling the body

Continued on page 96
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THE WHISTLER LOCAL’S FAVOURITE. 

- voted best value and best breakfast since 2002  - 

Breakfast 7 – 3pm      Lunch 11 – 3pm     Dinner 5 – 9pm everyday  

 

AT THE WHISTLER TENNIS CLUB – 4500 NORTHLANDS BLVD 

FOR RESERVATIONS 604 935-4077 
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� e Good life, Lakeside.
On the shores of Green Lake, Edgewater Lodge off ers a unique dining experience and cozy 
lodging on a stunning 42-acre private property. Minutes away from Whistler Village, yet a 
world away from the ordinary.

From the village, turn right at the Alpine Meadows traffi  c light. 8020 Alpine Way, Whistler       604 932 0688 or 1 888 870 9065 www.edgewater-lodge.com

“� e most special place I have ever been... all in all - heaven on earth!” - David Pearce

snack, the nuts provide longer-term energy and 
reduce the crash from the simple sugars in choc-
olate. Dark chocolate has a higher amount of 
flavonols which studies have shown help reduce 
“bad” low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol. 
 Ultra-light crackers are another mid-trail en-
ergy treat and provide quick energy from carbs. 
Spread them with peanut or almond butter for a 
longer-lasting protein energy boost. Granola bars 
can be an excellent source of energy, but beware 
of the type you choose; steer clear of those con-
taining ingredients such as high-fructose corn 
syrup, sugar, or glucose-fructose listed within 
the first few ingredients. Go for high protein, high 
calorie, fibre-filled bars to get an energy-dense 
snack to keep you plodding along. 

3  
Lunch is not an hour

When halfway up a peak, with only a wobbly 
boulder to sit on, lunch needs to be quick, 

easy, and filling. Look for rye or dark breads, 
multigrain wraps or bagels as sources of 
complex carbs to fill you up and provide a 
lower glycemic index. Complement that grain of 
choice with low-sodium, lean meats (turkey or 
chicken) and cheese as sources of energy-sus-
taining protein. Adding nuts, soy, and chopped 
vegetables will increase protein, healthy fats 
(polyunsaturated), vitamin and mineral intake 
without dramatically increasing the weight of 
your pack. 

4  
Dinner – the highlight of the day

When the cabin or camping spot finally ap-
pears over the last false summit, dinner is both 
reward and replenishment. Really anything goes 
at dinner; the key is to replenish your glycogen 
stores with carbohydrates and rebuild your 
broken-down muscle tissue with protein. Whole 
wheat pasta is king. Mix in pre-made pesto, 
sundried tomato and meat or a legume (chicken, 

turkey, tuna, chickpeas) for a complete meal or 
use some of those extra whole-grain tortillas 
filled with quick rice, beans, tomato sauce and 
spices. Again, channel Mom and remember 
your vegetables – vitamins and minerals!
 Although pre-packaged/freeze-dried dinners 
are convenient, lightweight and conserve on 
cooking fuel, many are also expensive, taste 
like Styrofoam with cardboard dressing, and are 
filled with unknown, unpronounceable ingredi-
ents. Ditch them if you can. 
 Most importantly, remember that our food 
doesn’t just fuel us, it also tantalizes four of 
our five senses, so my advice is to not skimp. 
Savour the moments with your food, a stunning 
new view and the satisfaction of a life after a 
full day in the mountains. Fuel the body with 
dodgy food additives and fillers, and you’ll feel 
it. Power up with real ingredients and watch 
yourself dominate that early morning summit 
push.  

Stay away from anything with “unknown” food additives – no need for that junk.
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voted whistler’s best tapas since 2004 
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tuesday night is benefit night

come support our local 

non-profit organizations

Dine In and Take Out

Free Parking!

relax and enjoy a natural pizza baked in a primitive wood fired oven

experience a meal prepared with organic produce, free range chicken, and nitrate 
free meats. all of our major ingredients are made in house and cooked in a wood 

fire cauldron or in a hand built wood burning earthen oven.

604 905 6666   www.creekbread.com 
2021 Karen Cres. Whistler, BC behind the Husky in Creekside Lodge



Sarah Burke was a skier, a trailblazer and an inspiration. 

her smile, dedication, class, compassion, integrity, grace 

and humour will never leave those who admired her and her 

spirit remains in every little kid who clicks in and goes for 

it. Sarah lived doing what she loved and that, perhaps, is 

her most important lesson for us all. honour the memory  

of a true hero at giveforward.com/sarahburke

Sarah Burke
 1982-2012

BLAKE JORGENSON PHOTO
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Refining the Ride Since 1990.
Prior snowboards has been dedicated to locally hand-
crafting high performance, durable snowboards & skis 
since 1990. Whether it’s a splitboard, solid board or ski, 

every Prior ride has been refined by by those that live and 
breathe mountain riding in BC.

P: Dave Best R: Ryan Johannesen

 Call Prior Today 604 935 1923


